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SPECIAL SECTION: llilOO and Law
Profs, alumni, on L.A. riots
King verdict an outrage or logical?

W

hen three police officers were
acquitted of the beating of
Rodney King, Los Angeles
exploded in four days of rioting. Outside
L.A. the reaction was less violent, but
generally reflected anger and dismay.
Among U-M Law School faculty and
alumni a variety of opinion can be found
about the case and its treatment by the
media.
As did many, U-M Law Professor
Yale Kamisar found the verdict baffling:
"I don't see how anybody can conclude
that the police were acting in selfdefense. I think it's fairly clear from the
videotape that King was not trying to
attack the officers. He's virtually helpless.
He's rolling around on the ground. The
police are not raining blows on him
because they're defending themselves.
They're hitting him, rather, out of hatred
and contempt."
These possible motivations - and the
racial animosities they reflect - should
have been dealt with by the prosecution
directly, Kamisar said. In an op-ed
article for the New York newspaper
Newsday, Kamisar - recently named
Clarence Darrow Distinguished University Professor of Law - illustrated this
point by describing a 1920s case argued
by Darrow where the great criminal
defense lawyer asked jurors to confront
their prejudices. By contrast, the
prosecution in the King case pointedly
ignored racial issues.
In 1925, a black gynecologist, Dr.
Ossian Sweet, moved his family into a
middle class, white neighborhood in
Detroit. Hundreds of angry whites
gathered, throwing stones and shouting
racial epithets.
When a rock smashed one of Sweet's
windows, shots were fired from the house

and by the police and a white man was
killed. All the occupants of the house
were tried for murder. The trial ended in
a hung jury. At the NAACP's request
Darrow agreed to serve as defense
attorney for Dr. Sweet's younger brother,
Henry Sweet, in the second trial.
Rather than ignore the racial issues in
the trial, Darrow faced them head-on. "I
haven't any doubt but that every one of
you is prejudiced against colored
people," Darrow told the jury. He then
asked the jury to transcend their prejudices, to imagine themselves black and
surrounded by a mob .of angry whites.
"Supposing you had your choice, right
here this minute, would you rather lose
your eyesight or become colored? Would
you rather lose your hearing or be a
Negro? Would you rather go out there on
the street and have your leg cut off by a
streetcar, or have black skin?"
Darrow's appeal to empathy succeeded. Jurors voted to acquit Sweet.
By confronting the King jury's
stereotypes, Kamisar concluded, prosecutors might have been better able to get
their case across to the jury. The Los
Angeles District Attorney's office took
the opposite approach. It ignored the racial
issues raised by incident and did not put King
on the stand. Much of the post-verdict
commentary has criticized the prosecution for letting the defense take control of
the trial.
Northwestern University law professor
Ronald Allen, a 1973 graduate of the
Law School (see alumni profile at p.13),
maintains that the prosecutors did what
they could with a difficult case. He
rejects media criticism of the prosecution
for not putting King on the stand: "Of
course it was reasonable to keep King off
the stand. The media criticism has been

Rodney King

baloney. They're criticizing the prosecution for having lost. The prosecution was
dealing with a guy who had a record, who
did not have a job and who was physically large and strong. The jury may well
have believed he was drunk and resisting
arrest," Allen said. While not endorsing
the verdict, Allen said that it's impossible
to judge from television and newspaper
reports how valid it was. Allen also
thinks shocked reaction to the verdict
reflects the media's liberal bias: "The
coverage was woefully inadequate. You
saw 10 seconds of an 80-second tape.
That's irresponsible even if the jury
verdict was wrong."
"Another example of media irresponsibility was the coverage of the verdict
generally. The tenor seems to be that the
court should have given the police a fair
trial and then hung 'em," Allen said.
Like Allen, U-M Law Professor
Richard Friedman said most expected the
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officers to be convicted. He suggested
that the assumption may partially explain
the controversial decision to transfer
venue from Los Angeles to exurban Simi
Valley: "People anticipated that whatever
jury sat in judgment was going to convict
so, they thought, let's remove any other
issues."
But the decision to move the trial may
have been decisive. Simi Valley is a
popular retirement area for police
officers. Moreover, noted Friedman, the
jury contained three National Rifle

Association members.
Venue will likely be a hotly contested
issue as new actions are brought against
the officers. One of the four officers Laurence Powell - was not acquitted
and will be tried again. Federal civil
rights actions will likely be brought
against the other officers as well.
"My guess is they will be charged,
will be convicted, and should be convicted," Friedman said.
Should federal charges be brought,
minimizing the influence of the first trial

will be difficult. "There aren't any
intelligent adults alive who don't know
what happened in Los Angeles after the
first trial," Friedman said. "Any juror will
be going in with an awareness of what
might happen after another acquittal."
No one knows how the courts will
safeguard the defendants' rights in future
proceedings. But it's a safe bet that these
decisions will garner much more attention from the earliest stages than in the
first King trial.
-By Peter Mooney

Education as a human··right
Howard U. Professor says equality benefits all America

S

tudents at the Law School should
know as well as anyone the value
of education. But Howard University law professor J. Clay Smith used
a speech this spring to remind law students that the kind of education they've
benefited from is not available to all.
"Many African American students
today live in environments in which the
quest for education remains stifled due to
past societal discrimination,'' Smith said.
He spoke at the Fourteenth Annual Alden
J. "Butch" Carpenter memorial scholarship dinner sponsored by the Black Law
Students Alliance.
Smith said that contemporary education retains much of the dual and unequal
character left over from the days of
formal segregation. This inequality will
only be remedied, Smith said, when
education is viewed as a right.
"Today schools furnished by the state,
while physically opened to children, may
remain segregated or woefully illequipped and underfunded,'' Smith said.
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Howard University Law Professor J. Clay Smith

"We must emphasize and refocus our
sights on the general principle that
education is a human right.' '
In part, Smith's strongly-held views
are the result of his own background.
Growing up disadvantaged and black,

Smith experienced the type of discrimination that ill-prepares students to enter
"the hot war of human survival.''
Without equal educational opportunities, Smith said, students won't win this
war. Embracing this principle of equality
benefits not only disadvantaged students,
but the overall "safety and welfare of
America," Smith said. Economic growth
depends on productive citizens. Educating and motivating disadvantaged
students is the only way to prepare them
for growing, high-tech jobs, he said.
In its "Universal Declaration of
Human Rights," the United Nations
recognized that elementary, technical and
professional education should be free and
accessible to all on the basis of merit.
"The nations of the world, the great
cities of the sundry states of America and
the world cannot survive if they do not
commit themselves to educate everyone,
and in so doing defend themselves
against ignorance.''

Race, poverty and the environment
Symposium looks at the connections and causes

I

t didn't take long for news reports to
confirm the timeliness of "Race,
Poverty and the Environment," a
symposium sponsored by the Law
School's Environmental Law Society and
a committee of several other organizations.
The day after the five hours of
speeches and panel discussions in
Honigman Auditorium, two stories were
published in The Detroit News about an
outbreak of anencephaly, babies born
without brains, in Brownsville, Texas. A
few weeks later, the British magazine The
Economist reported that the chief
economist of the World Bank had written
a memo advocating the export of toxic
waste and "dirty industries" to lessdeveloped countries.
However dismaying the stories,
symposium participants could not have
asked for better examples of what they
term "environmental racism," a concept
whose recognition and documentation
they have pioneered.
Brownsville is a city with a large
Latino population, just across the Rio
Grande from Matamoros, Mexico, a
heavily polluted industrial town dominated by U.S.-owned companies.
Residents believe toxic wastes from
Matamoros are responsible for these
deformities. Government health officials
say it will be difficult to document.
But one thing is sure. As Magdalena
M. Avila put it in her keynote address:
"There is an increasing body of evidence
that people of color are subject to a
disproportionate number of environmental risks in their homes and their workplaces."
Once again, in Brownsville, it appeared that the health costs associated
with economic development were being
borne by poor people with dark skins.

Magdalena A vita

Several people responsible for
developing and disseminating the
evidence Avila cited took part in the
symposium, including Charles Lee,
director of research at the United Church
of Christ Commission for Racial Justice
and author of the landmark 1987 study,
"Toxic Waste and Race in the United
States"; Paul Mohai of the U-M School
of Natural Resources, who delivered
"Environmental Racism: Reviewing the
Evidence," a study of the relationship
between race and the siting of hazardous
waste facilities that he co-authored with
his colleague Bunyan Bryant; and Carl
Anthony of The University of CaliforniaBerkeley, president of the Earth Island
Institute and co-founder and co-editor
(with Luke Cole, another symposium
participant) of "Race, Poverty and the
Environment Newsletter."

Lee said his study showed that "race is
the single most important factor in
predicting whether or not a community
has a hazardous waste site."
Mohai and Bryant's research in the
Detroit metropolitan area led them to the
same conclusion. "There seems to be a
lot of skepticism about the disproportionate burden of pollution in this country,"
said Mohai, citing articles in The Washington Post and The New York Times in
which the evidence was described as
"anecdotal."
But, as he and Bryant wrote in the
abstract of their paper, the literature
"demonstrates unequivocal evidence of
the prevalence of environmental inequities based on socioeconomic and racial
factors . ... Race appears to have both an
independent and more important relationship with the distribution of environmental hazards than income."
Mohai said he and Bryant were struck
by how much data had already been
developed. "Knowledge about environmental inequities has been around for a
long time," he said. "Most of the previous work was done in the '70s, in fact."
But, as Russell Barsh pointed out,
"Racism is actualized by differences in
wealth and power. You can't deal with
race and class separately. They are
interrelated."
An attorney, academician and prolific
writer on Native American issues, Barsh
is currently the United Nations representative of the Mikmaq Grand Council
(Nova Scotia). In his analysis, the siting
of waste dumps, landfills and incinerators
is just another way in which the costs of
economic development are borne by the
poor.
During the Industrial Revolution, "the
confiscation of resources was an enormous subsidy of Europeans by non7
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Europeans," he said. "We are the result
of an historical process of creating power
through the depowering of other people.
This power is maintained by shifting the
cost of production from the affluent and
predominantly white to the poor and
nonwhite (and, more insidiously, to the
unborn). We make them live with the
shit and the mines and the toxins."
The only way to begin changing the
situation, in Barsh's view, is to "talk
about what drives the process of
overconsumption .. . . The environmental
movement has held out false hopes of the
extent to which sustainability could be
achieved without reducing our 'standard
of living."'
Lee, Mohai, Anthony and Barsh made
up the day's first panel, charged with
presenting "An Outline of the Problem."
The members of the day's second panel
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- Cole, an attorney for the California
Rural Legal Assistance Foundation,
Gerald Torres of the University of
Minnesota Law School, Hazel Johnson, a
Chicago neighborhood activist, and
Robert M. Wolcott of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - faced the
arguably more daunting challenge of
describing "Solutions Through Law,
Activism and Government."
The presence of two attorneys and a
government official notwithstanding, the
panelists found activism the most
promising of the three avenues.
"There are three great myths you will
face if you pursue environmental law,"
said Cole. "The first is 'the truth will set
you free,' that if you' re right, you' re
going to win."
"The second is 'the government is on
your side.' This is a much greater myth
in the white community than in the black
or Latino communities."
"And the third is 'we need a lawyer.'
This is a mistake strategically, because
the courts are the polluters' turf. They
want us in court. It ties us up. It forces
us to frame our anger in narrow, legal
terms. And the polluters wrote the laws."
"Lawyers have been a large part of the
problem," Cole added. "They and the
scientists have created this dense morass
of environmental law that's totally
incomprehensible."
While admitting "a need for new legal
strategies," he maintained that "legal
solutions are secondary to community
solutions and political solutions. It's
people like Hazel Johnson who are going
to win this fight. It's not people like me."
Johnson, the only panelist without an
academic degree, drew a standing ovation
for her matter-of-fact but passionate
presentation. After her husband and

several neighbors had died of cancer and
respiratory diseases, she began knocking
on doors in her Southeast Chicago
neighborhood, which is ringed by what
she calls a "toxic donut" of steel mills,
incinerators, chemical companies, paint
factories, landfills and a sewage treatment facility.
"I found skin problems, breathing
problems, kidney problems, birth
defects," she said. She started going to
hearings, making phone calls, talking to
legislators. She founded People for
Community Recovery, which has, among
other things, stalled a chemical incinerator project and convinced the Chicago
Housing Authority to remove asbestos
from nearly 2,000 neighborhood apartments.
"I feel that everyone has a purpose in
life," Johnson said. "This is mine. It's
hard to be out there every day fighting,
but if you' re not out there every day, it
doesn't mean anything."
Earlier in the day, Cal-Berkeley's
Anthony spoke of finding "the devastation that America's love affair with the
automobile had visited" when he returned
to his boyhood neighborhood in Philadelphia. Evidently, it had not been able to
survive until it could bring forth a Hazel
Johnson.
"The environmentalists have taught us
that we' re wasting cans, bottles and
newspapers," Anthony said. "But we're
wasting much more than that. We're
throwing away streets. We're throwing
away houses. We're throwing away
schools."
"We're also throwing away people
and communities. It's not an accident
that these locations where we' re throwing
people away are also where we have
these waste sites."

